The Participation Council (PC) has been an integrated party of OIS since its establishment, more than 5 years ago.

With a strong and equal representation from both teachers and parents, OIS PC is running its activity in strong accordance with the PC and OIS school regulations. The PC focuses entirely on the school related matters and policies, not individual cases. The summary of the key topics discussed during PC meetings, which are crucial to the activity of OIS, are published online.

We really value your opinion & voice - the OIS PC members are always open and available to connect with the larger OIS community of both teachers and parents. Your voice is important to us and only together with you, teachers and parents of OIS, we can reinforce our contribution to support OIS as the best education environment for all our children and their teachers.

Do you want to know more about OIS PC activity? Scan the QR code to find out more!

Did you know you can contact the OIS PC members throughout a dedicated email address?

We encourage the OIS community of parents and teachers to read more about the activity of the OIS PC or to contact us through the dedicated email address. We look forward meeting you in person during the next school year!